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     Reduce Emissions of Council Operations 

2.  Conservation of our Biodiversity and Natural Environment 

3.  Consistent, Clear Community Collaboration 

Byron Shire’s rich and diverse

biosphere is both a gift and a

responsibility. The vulnerability of

our ecosystems to both

unsustainable development and

the danger of climate change

necessitates ambitious and

effective action. 

This action must bring together all

levels of government and the

Byron community to place Byron

Shire at the forefront of protecting

our natural world and to establish

a model for a sustainable future.

 

To this end, Byron Shire Action

Group proposes the following core

environmental initiatives to build

upon and reinvigorate the

Council’s work in the

environmental sphere: 

1.
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1. Reduce Emissions of Council Operations 

Bringing Forward Renewable Energy Targets to 2024
Exceed Council's Target of 2.5% Reduction of Fossil                      
Fuel Based Energy
 

2. Conservation of our Biodiversity and Natural
Environment 

Addressing the Impact of Sewage Mismanagement 
Coastal Management
Forest Conservation, Agricultural Technology Initiatives
& Efficient Drainage 

3. Consistent, Clear Community Collaboration 
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1.  Reduce Emissions of
Council Operations 

Sound environmental thinking should be at the core of local government and a
smaller Council such as Byron Shire can draw on innovative policies adopted
elsewhere in the country and internationally. Accordingly, Byron Shire Action Group
is proposing ambitious and achievable targets for the Byron Shire Council itself.  

 
1.1  Bringing Forward Renewable Energy Targets to 2024

1.2  Exceed Council's Target of 2.5% Reduction of Fossil Fuel Based Energy 
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1.1  Bring Forward
Renewable Energy
Targets to 2024

Expediting the transition of all plant &
equipment to electric where possible,
from small handheld equipment to large
plant and equipment.

Expanding the installation of rooftop
photovoltaic (PV) and battery storage at
Council sites.

Consider the installation of megawatt
scale battery storage as part of the
Council’s proposed 5MW Dingo Lane
Solar Farm. 

Accelerate the replacement of all street
lighting to LED. In 2017, streetlights
accounted for a total of 3.5% of council
emissions

Implementing a preference policy for
Council suppliers who have
implemented low emission strategies

Our targets for the Council itself include
reaching parity with other NSW Councils
which have already achieved 100%
operation on renewable energy. 

Council’s plan to achieve this by 2027 must
be brought forward, and with real
commitment and action, 2024 is
achievable. 

To do this we propose:  
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The conversion of all fleet/pool cars and

waste management vehicles to electric.

Supporting the further development of

active transport, including the

construction of additional walking and

cycling infrastructure and facilitating

access to these pathways.

Prioritising the uptake of electric buses

to create an efficient and effective

public transport network. 

Supporting the installation of sufficient

and accessible electric vehicle charge

points across the Byron Shire.

Use of other fossil fuel sources must also

be addressed. As such, we are committed

to reducing the use of fossil-based gas.

Targets of greater than an annual reduction

of 2.5% have been adopted elsewhere and

we will meet this through:

1.2  Exceed Council's
Target of 2.5% Annual
Reduction of Fossil Fuel
Based Energy 
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2. Conservation of our
Biodiversity and Natural
Environment 

 
Addressing the Impact of Sewage Mismanagement 

Coastal Management 

Forest Conservation, Agricultural Technology Initiatives &
Efficient Drainage

 
2.1  

2.2 

2.3
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2.1  Addressing the Impact of
Sewage Mismanagement 

Work to implement urgently needed solutions to

the massive overrun of treated effluent from the

Sewage Treatment Plant being dumped into

Belongil Creek. 

Seek urgent collaboration with the NSW Planning

Department to implement immediate limits on

development which connects to the Sewage

Treatment Plant.

Implement plans for reuse to ensure compliance

with the project’s initial Environmental Planning

Authority approval.

Investigation and review of Council’s options for

future capacity. 

The impacts of the Council’s sewage treatment

works on the Belongil estuary were highlighted

during recent legal action against the West Byron

development proposals. The initial plans to feature

recycling and reuse to the extent planned in 2007,

including wetland rehabilitation, have not been met.

Nor has land been set aside for the necessary

pollution abatement ponds. 

These failures by Council need to be immediately

addressed and we propose to:
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2.2 Coastal Management 

Using geobags and re-profiling the dunes, as temporary
measures only, to stabilise the foreshore and mature trees using
Council’s plant and equipment.

Unsafe debris to be cleaned up on a timely basis.

Longer-term solutions such as sand replenishment to halt coastal
erosion will be reviewed as a matter of urgency.

In line with the basic principles and objectives of the NSW Coastal
Protection Act 2016, we intend to implement a variety of measures
for the management of foreshores along the entire Byron Shire.

These include:
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2.3  Forest Conservation,
Agricultural Technology
Initiatives & Efficient
Drainage

The need for Increased forest
conservation including creating 

Support for agricultural technology 

Prioritise the need for efficient
drainage to avoid ongoing, damaging
urban flooding, especially in the
Ocean Shores and Mullumbimby
areas.

We will ensure Council addresses the
following critical environment areas:

more wildlife corridors.

(Ag Tech) initiatives and best practice
for sustainable farming including
regeneration of soil and reduced
water usage.
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3. Consistent, Clear
Community Collaboration
Mayoral Candidate Bruce Clarke and the Byron Shire Action Group are
committed to working together with the community to support and
facilitate a more resilient and respected environment.  

In the community space, we are focused on supporting and partnering
with the community and local businesses to reduce our emissions not just
in Council operations, but as a region. 
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Byron Shire Action Group is committed to a
community first approach, which centres
partnering, knowledge-sharing, running pilots
and trials with residents and local business
to develop and implement innovative
solutions to reduce costs and emissions.  

Encouraging community energy projects.

Facilitating business to buy or install
renewables by implementing knowledge
sharing initiatives. 

Promote and support local industries and
production with a view to increasing the
circularity and thus sustainability of our local
economy.

This will include: 

3. Community
Collaboration 
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Please also see our press release regarding 
our Environmental Policy Plan available here. 

For further information or to have your say, 
please visit: byronshireactiongroup.org.

or contact:

E: campaign@byronshireactiongroup.org

M: 0459 815 141
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